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Madam Chair UNPFII, Dignitaries and All distinguished Indigenous leaders from
across the World;

Some Challenging Situations in ASIA

Friends, ASIA is the largest of all continents in the Glob with 49 countries.
Covering about 30% of the world's land, it has more people t an any other

continent, with about 60% of the world's total population.

The experts believe only half of the 7,000 languages are spoken today will make it to

the end of the 21st century. Of the 3,054 endangered languages documented by

endangered language project website, nearly half are in Asia.

Recommendations:-

i. The UN and UNESCO could make directions to all the Member States to

abide to Identify and recognize the Indigenous Communities in their

respective Countries, the ILO 169 and UNDRIP 2007.

ii. The UNESCO together with member States could bring the IPs leaders,

Scholars and experts and identify the endangered languages and cultures

and make a plan with specific budget to preserve, protect and promote

the languages and cultures of vulnerable Indigenous /tribal groups.

iii. The Member States could develop inclusive of IPs in the Governance

system , where Planning, Decisions and implementations are done by IP

communities in their regions.

iv. In ASIA, at least four Regional meetings could be organized, so as

Indigenous /minority groups and governments come together, share and

analyze their situation, make plan in their respective regions, countries,

states and districts, so that the Indigenous languages and cultures in

particular are preserved, practiced and promoted.

v. The Member States in their Education policy be inclusive of IP languages

and cultures with their special syllabus in the elementary and primary

education system .



Hope from UN & UESCO:

I am extre ely hopeful that this initiative by UN and UNESCO can bring forth

understanding, recognition, inclusion and appreciation of Indigenous languages and

cultures and promote and protect them from all process/forces, which may

annihilate minority languages and cultures among all member States.

I feel that this initiati e is the need of the hour. Given the complex systems of

knowledge and culture developed and accumulated by these local languages over

thousands of year, their disappearance would amount to losing a kind of cultural

treasure. It would deprive us of the rich diversity ,we the Indigenous communities

add to our world and the ecological, economic and socio-cultural contribution we

make.

Together with different cultures and languages of indigenous populations from all

over the world, I am positive we will be able to create change to the current

scenario, and build communities, which are sustainable, and a world where every

culture can coexist in harmony and in line with the vision of the United Nations

2030, where NO ONE IS LEFT BEHIND.

Introduction:

Today all of us are facing a different situations, particularly as Indigenous
Communities. We are left behind, not informed, divided, Kept segregated,
excluded by powerful. Now time has come for every one s consideration,
recognition, inclusion, for reconciliation, acceptance and co-existence. We need
equal and quality Education system in our indigenous mother tongues. We also
need equitable and sustainable development. Those of us, who are in better
situation, need to give a serious thought that - many Minority and Indigenous
communities are facing ugly and inhuman situations of Mal-nutrition, hunger
and death. Still our lands are force-fully taken away in the name of development
by corporate, governments and rosy economists and we are left landless,
displaced and homeless and face acute polluted environments. Our peoples are
facing all sorts of Human abuses and violation of Human rights daily. Unless
these issues are addressed, how can we have a peace and harmonious life? The
Declaration of IYIL includes  Good Governance  . It Calls for a political decision.

That is why the UN and UNESCO are here. They have understood our and global
situation well. Hence the need of revitalization, protection and promotion of
Indigenous languages, cultures , Governance and government are taken into
account. The same is expected by all Member States in UN system.

My Unique of  Kurukh or Oraon'

I find my elders in my culture  Kurukh  had generated their experiences through
Traditional  Akhra' and 'Sarna  system a center for education, human values,



dignity of all, equality, true democracy, justice, governance and government,
scientific knowledge, education system, symbiotic relationship with Nature and
spirituality.

I believe there were similar practices and uniqueness among all Indigenous
Communities all over the Globe. Language bears centuries of cultural heritage, as

well as valuable scientific, medical, and botanical knowledge. That is why I find
Indigenous Cultures, Our elders were very scientific, very intelligent and
powerful. Their social and cultural practices, the transfer of knowledge from
generation to generation, the cultural expressions, democracy and governance
systems were very vital. We call for symbiotic relationship with nature. We
need to learn a lot from them.

Contrast to this, the present so called modern era (Education, governance and
development.etc) system that are practiced have created individualistic,
competitive, hatred, suspicious, uncertain, division and superfluous atmosphere.
We are loosing the human values as well as the relationship with nature. The
physical, spiritual, mental and climatic catastrophe that we are experiencing is
beyond our control. It is high time that, all of us ; need to retrospect the past
social - cultural heritage and learn from our elders.
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